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DISCLAIMER
The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the ENABLING project and in no way reflects
the views of the European Union.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY / ABSTRACT
D3.2: The Best Practices Atlas is an interactive web-based tool providing easy to find information on the best
practices identified. The First Release of the BPA accomplished with the project work plan timing, M12
(December 2018). Continuous updates are planned to the end of the project.
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1

Introduction

Deliverable D3.2 is managed by WirelessInfo with the co-operation of all other partners for comments to
content. The main goal is to create The Best Practices Atlas, which will be used as an interactive web-based tool
providing easy to find information on the Best practices identified in the Enabling project.
Backgrounds for the D3.2 are tasks:
•

T3.2 Mapping of practices of biomass valorisation for the BBPs M7-M36
This is carried out on a continuous basis by partners based on the project definition of Best practices
(BP), consolidated by T3.1 and formalised by the “executive handbook (D3.1)

•

T3.4 Production of BP sheets M8-36
Best Practices sheets are produced to summarise the information gathered and provided in the
appropriate format for upload to the EIP Agri platform. A thorough check is performed by partner on
the compliance of the information provided with the format required by EIP Agri. This activity is
coordinated and the harmonisation of content and its compliance with the EIP Agri platform is ensured
by Task leader euknow.

2

Objectives

The Best Practices Atlas (BPA) visualizes best practices identified on a map and provides easily accessible
information to inform an inspire other stakeholders active in the Biobased network. Examples of Best practices
are, as part of the Enabling project, collected by all project partners from individual countries. There is therefore
a huge need to identify, synthesise, share and present good practices in the field of biomass supply management
and provide the opportunity for new BBPs pathways. Enabling will organise and carry out the identification of
about 100 good practices across Europe and other parts of the world and provide them to the beneficiaries in
the common format foreseen by the EIP-AGRI commission for Sustainable and Productive Agriculture.
These examples will be visualized on the map with a detailed description and linked to the map in form of some
mark (pin). From the beginning, the Best Practices Atlas will be implemented in the Enabling project website as
a simple link, in the next phase as an embedded window.

3

Development

3.1 Requirements for the Best Practice Atlas (BPA)
The main requirements for the first draft of the BPA are:

3.2

•

To create an overview of collected Best practices

•

To locate the places of the Best practices

•

To visualize the Best practices in a simple and user-friendly way

•

To sort the Best practices by countries

•

To make them searchable
Proposed technical solution

3.2.1 Maps
As well as written information in the form of text on the website and the elaboration of best practices description,
content management will be carried out through the production of maps (WirelessInfo). Maps are used to
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provide an easy and immediate visualisation of data. They have the advantage of being easily updated and
enriched with further information and cross linked to other sources of data.
Open Street Maps – https://www.openstreetmap.org/

OpenStreetMap is the free wiki world map. OpenStreetMap is a project that aims to create freely available
geographic data and then to visualize it in the form of topographic maps. For the creation of geodata, records
from GPS receivers or other normally digitized maps that are license-compatible are used as the basis.
3.2.2 Map components (Web map application)
HSLayers-NG - http://ng.hslayers.org/

HSlayers NG is a web mapping library written in Javascript. It extends OpenLayers 4 functionality and takes
basic ideas from the previous HSlayers library, but uses modern JS frameworks instead of ExtJS 3 at the frontend
and provides better adaptability. That’s why the NG (“Next Generation”) is added to its name. It is still under
development and provided as open source. HSLayers is built in a modular way which enables the modules to
be freely attached and removed as far as the dependencies for each of them are satisfied. The dependency
checking is done automatically.
3.2.3 Database
Google sheet – current database
The data from Word documents providing descriptions of examples of good practices have been manually taken
to the Google database, in order to gather the information that will be translated into the BPA. The main issue
is to solve the import of BPs data from the EIP-AGRI form into the table (database).

Figure 1: Database
One-time data import into the table (once per period) is provided by administrator (there is no budget for
functionality for continuous data import by users)
PostGIS-PostgreSQL - plan for the future
To elaborate on the first draft of the BPA we will make use of the PostGIS-PostgreSQL programme
(https://postgis.net/)
PostGIS provides spatial objects for the PostgreSQL database, allowing storage and query of information about

location and mapping.
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3.3 First layout
From the beginning, the first layout of the BPA has been set up on the basis of the specified requirements.
Simple functionality was arranged on the basis of:
•

Web map application

•

Map background (Open Street Map)

•

Location of the best practices - points

•

The list of best practices - filter by country, searchable (in following versions)

•

Preview of the best practices (cards)

•

Extended description of the best practice

Figure 2: First layout of the Best Practice Atlas

4

The working prototype

4.1 The first draft
The first draft of the BPA was introduced to the consortium during the third project meeting in Plovdiv, Bulgaria.
The next phase will be focused on improving functionality and classifying the first 20 examples of best practices
by individual criteria.
The first draft is available on the http://ng.hslayers.org/enabling/project-enabling/bestPractices.
The application contents the map window on the left side and list of cards with the Best Practices photo and
annotation on the right (see Figure 3)
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Figure 3: First draft of the Best Practice Atlas
When the user clicks on a card, the application provides zoom on the appropriate point in the map and shows
detail information on the Best Practice. The detailed data comes from the list of Best Practices in the Google
sheet (from PostGIS in the next version).
Visualisation of the Best practice detail:

Figure 4: Visualisation and detailed information on Best Practise

In the final version, the BPA will be integrated into the project website. But there is also possibility to embed the
application into the any webpage (e.g. partner’s website).
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Visualisation – a simple web page (example)
Figure 5 below show how the home page of the first draft from the BPA looks like.

Figure 5: Home page of the Best Practice Atlas

5

Next steps

5.1

Database

The Database key issues need to be solved in the next steps:
•

•

We need to move the text from the EIP Agri form (currently Word .doc) into the table
o

Could we use EIP Agri form as a table (xls)?

o

Automatic import would be useful

We need more fields in the table
o

coordinates of the BPs

o

country for filters

o

annotation for the card

o

name of the image of the BP

•

It will be good to limit text length for each field of the table

•

The table will be probably provided in the PostGIS database

5.2

Functionality & design improvement

The application will be amended by following these steps:
•

Interaction from the map (by clicking the point in the map the Best Practice details appear)
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•

Filter by a country will be added (only BP from selected country will be shown)

•

Simple searching (fulltext)

•

Design improvement (colors, icons, html styles)

5.3

Help and guide

Help and simple guide will be added to the application.
5.4

Integration into Enabling web

The integration into the project website will be provided in two steps:
•

a simple link at first,

•

i-frame or full integration in next periods

Figure 6: Best Practice Atlas integration into the Enabling project website
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Figure 7: Best Practice Atlas integration into the Enabling project website

6

Conclusion

The first prototype was designed, which was introduced to the consortium at the third project meeting in Plovdiv.
Questions were raised for the discussion. In the next phase, the database will be dealt with as a basis for examples
of best practice cards. The transfer of existing information from Word into the Excel spreadsheet needs to be
discussed. We suppose a co-operation with the SKIN project and the adoption of its excel tables used for data
collection on Good Practice in EIP Agri form. In addition, it is necessary to propose a limitation of the characters
for inserting individual paragraphs into the database. Finally, it is necessary to specify sorting criteria, in order to
categorize examples of good practice by type, countries etc. In the future it is considered to create language
mutations of menu control and creation of help for users.
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